
Are Mats, Drip Mats or Water Dams reusable?
This product is intended for a one-time use, although there may be instances where 
you can reuse the Water Dams.

Are the products safe around animals or children?
The contents are completely safe, non-toxic, non hazardous.

Can I use these outside? 
The products have many applications, but if the issue is mainly for outdoor flood 
control, our Quick Dam Flood Bags & Barriers may be a better solution. The Indoor 
Fluid Control will degrade if exposed to direct sunlight for extended periods of time.

Will the orange Water Dam stain my floor?
No, the orange knit will not stain your floor. 

Can I cut the Mats/Dams?
It is not recommended cutting the product as it will lose the ability to contain the 
spills you are intending to absorb.

Is the absorbent inside the Wick Ups the same as what’s inside your Quick 
Dam Flood Bags/Barriers?
Yes, the super absorbent that is in the Quick Dam Flood Bags & Barriers is the same 
technology found in these.

What type of fluids can the Mats, Drip Mats & Dams absorb?
Any water based liquids.

Are they biodegradable?
Answer, Yes, the inner contents will degrade over time. 

Are any of the Indoor Fluid Control products recyclable?
No.

How long does it take the Dams to activate?
The Dams will fully activate in under 5 minutes, but you will notice the swelling occur 
when immediately exposed to water. 

How high does the Dam grow to when activated?
2.5in high.

Please Note: Do NOT use around salt water, lime or calcium. These will cause the  
inner absorbent to release the water and deflate the product making it useless.  
Porous surfaces like unfinished cement cause excessive seepage, since they are both 
trying to absorb water. Plastic barrier film in between, may help.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Questions? Need Help? 
Visit us at www.quickdams.com,  
call 888-761-4405 or email info@quickdams.com


